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革，提升自身能力，为产业链建设和 4R 营销的顺利实施提供保障。 
 




























With the continuous deepening of the reform in postal enterprises of our country, 
Postal Savings Bank and express logistics have been removed from the main business 
of postal services and began to operation independently. As the foundation of postal 
enterprises, the letter posting service is also the sole monopolistic business of postal 
enterprises with the protection of exclusive sales policy, and thus, its development has 
become the crucial point for the constant and healthy development of postal 
enterprises. The development of modern communication tools results in the 
substitution of part of the letter posting service by internet, phone calls and messages, 
and it is a fact that the traditional market of personal letter posting is shrinking. 
However, with the widespread of the direct marketing idea and the development of 
social economy, direct mail, as the most suitable and common media for direct 
marketing, will surely become more and more acceptable to merchants and consumers. 
Direct mail business had a great market potential. 
First of all, this paper introduces the definition of postal direct mail, the 
development course of direct mail business in China Post, and experiences of 
developing postal direct mail business in foreign countries. 
Then, based on analyzing the current development situation of direct mail 
business in Quanzhou Post, this paper analyzes the development environment of 
direct mail business in Quanzhou Post and the characteristics of direct mail business 
itself by virtue of the PEST and SWOT analysis methods. From the analysis, such 
conclusion can be reached: direct mail business in Quanzhou Post is now facing a 
perfect opportunity of development. Reasons are that, first, the political, economical, 
social and technical conditions in Quanzhou suit the development of postal direct mail 
business very well; second, comparing with other advertising medias, direct mail have 
a distinct competitive edge that can perfectly meet the needs of various business 















Finally, on the basis of previous analysis and by learning from experiences of 
developing postal direct mail business in foreign countries, this paper makes a 
planning design for the development strategies of direct mail business in Quanzhou 
Post: to seek the rapid development of direct mail business, Quanzhou Post must 
adopt a more active competing strategy and spend special efforts in the following 
three aspects. Firstly, complete the construction of direct mail industrial chain in 
Quanzhou as soon as possible, and unite various social forces to develop postal direct 
mail business together; secondly, take full advantage of the wide connections between 
postal enterprises and various circles in society as well as the advanced resources 
currently owned by Quanzhou Post with the guidance of “4R” marketing theory, and 
constantly accumulate supreme customers and then strive for a larger market share by 
“creating relationship, pursuing retrenchment, closing relevancy, cashing reward”; 
thirdly, deepen the reform of internal systems and improve the self capabilities so as 
to guarantee the construction of the industrial chain and the smooth implementation of 
“4R” marketing. 
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政企业的改革历程如图 1-1 所示。 
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